Background {#Sec1}
==========

Computational methods that employ statistical and/or artificial intelligence procedures are widely used in the drug discovery process, where the Quantitative Structure--Activity Relationship (QSAR) studies have an important role \[[@CR1]--[@CR4]\]. These studies are based on the principle that the biological activity (or property) of compounds depends on their structural and physicochemical features and thus, are primarily aimed at finding good correlations among molecular features and specific biological activities \[[@CR5]\]. In this way, models with high external predictive ability in novel compounds could be built.

Right from the works developed by Hansch and Fujita in 1960s \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\], considered as the origins of the modern QSAR studies \[[@CR8]\], several approaches have been reported in the literature with most of these being 2D-QSAR methods, that is, they only consider the topological structural features of molecules often using matrix representations such as the connectivity and distance matrices \[[@CR8]\]. However, with the introduction of the CoMFA \[[@CR9]\] methodology in 1988, the 3D-QSAR approaches become popular. These take into account the geometric (3D) features of molecules, which can be computed either from the information represented in a *grid* through an alignment process with respect to a reference compound or a pharmacophore \[[@CR2], [@CR10], [@CR11]\], or using procedures based on Cartesian coordinates \[[@CR8], [@CR12], [@CR13]\], molecular spectra \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\] and molecular transforms \[[@CR16]\], or by the adaptation of 2D methods to take into account three-dimensional (3D) aspects \[[@CR17]--[@CR21]\].

However, despite the number and variety of procedures defined up to date, there exists continued interest in creating or extending the current approaches to more generalized forms in order to codify more relevant chemical information with the aim of yielding QSAR models with better predictive ability. This assertion is in accordance with the *Non Free Lunch Theorem* \[[@CR22]\], which could be interpreted as no single QSAR procedure yields superior predictions than all the others when its performance is averaged over all possible compound datasets. This can be confirmed in a report performed by Sutherland et al. \[[@CR23]\], where it is observed how well-established procedures, assessed in eight diverse chemical datasets, present moderate predictions and without significant differences among them (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1 for a statistical analysis). The justification for this observation is that one family of molecular descriptors (MDs) may not suffice to codify all chemical information and/or molecular properties for different chemical datasets. In other words, the relevance of MDs depends on the nature of the compounds under study. It is therefore necessary to search for alternative methods/approaches to codify novel and orthogonal chemical information.

Inspired by the previous idea, recently the *3D N*-*linear algebraic molecular descriptors* have been introduced as a novel mathematical procedure for computing the structural features of chemical compounds \[[@CR24]--[@CR26]\]. These MDs employ the *bilinear*, *quadratic* and *linear algebraic maps* \[[@CR27]\] to codify information between atom-pairs by using several *(dis*-*)similarity metrics* \[[@CR25]\]. Also, the *N*-*linear algebraic forms* \[[@CR28]\] were used as generalized expressions of the *bilinear*, *quadratic* and *linear algebraic maps*, when relations among three and four atoms are studied \[[@CR26]\]. In this way, the geometric matrix \[[@CR8]\] was extended to consider for the first time relations for more than two atoms.

Several studies aimed at assessing the quality of this novel descriptor family, also called QuBiLS-MIDAS \[*acronym of Quadratic, Bilinear and N*-*Linear Maps based on N*-*tuple Spatial Metric \[(Dis)*-*Similarity\] Matrices and Atomic Weightings*\], were performed and these included an evaluation of the information content (variability) and linear independence using Shannon's entropy based variability analysis \[[@CR29]\] (using IMMAN software \[[@CR30]\]) and the principal component analysis (PCA) technique \[[@CR31]\], respectively. Also, comparisons with other MDs reported in the literature were performed \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\]. In general sense, the results demonstrated that the novel MDs have superior variability than 3D DRAGON indices and another approaches implemented in several software \[[@CR32]--[@CR35]\]. Furthermore, the results revealed that the novel 3D N-linear indices not only do they codify all information contained in the 3D DRAGON MDs, but capture information orthogonal to the latter. Lastly, the QuBiLS-MIDAS MDs were used for modeling the *binding affinity to the corticosteroid*-*binding globulin* (CBG), achieving superior results with respect to other QSAR methodologies (see Tables 8--9 in Ref. \[[@CR25]\] and Tables 9--10 in Ref. \[[@CR26]\]).

However, although the initial results with QuBiLS-MIDAS MDs are promissory, it cannot be stated that these are most suitable for building QSAR models for all chemical datasets. It is thus necessary to *evaluate the performance of the 3D N*-*linear algebraic MDs in QSAR modeling with different molecular sets*. Therefore, this paper is dedicated to the assessment of the utility of the QuBiLS-MIDAS approach in the prediction of the biological activity in several compound datasets and the comparison of the obtained results with those of other QSAR procedures reported in the literature.

Mathematical overview of the 3D N-linear algebraic molecular descriptors {#Sec2}
========================================================================

In this report, the *total and local*-*fragment 3D N*-*linear Algebraic indices* \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\] (also known as QuBiLS-MIDAS) are employed to assess the predictive accuracy of this approach in QSAR studies. These molecular descriptors (MDs) are calculated from the contribution of each atom in a molecule. That is, if a molecule is comprised of *n* atoms then the *kthtwo*-*linear*, *three*-*linear* and *four*-*linear* algebraic indices for each atom "*a*" are computed as N-linear (Multi-linear) algebraic forms (maps) in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${{\mathbb{G}}{\mathbb{Q}}}_{\left( F \right)}^{a,k}$$\end{document}$, respectively\] are calculated and their coefficients are used in the descriptors calculation (see Eqs. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}--[3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}). Each *atom*-*level matrix* determines an *atom*-*level index* for atom "*a*" of a molecule and this value constitutes a component (entry) of the vector ~(*F*)~*L*. Once the vector ~(*F*)~*L* is computed then the global definition of the *kthtwo*-*linear*, *three*-*linear* and *four*-*linear* algebraic indices is obtained by applying over the entries of ~(*F*)~*L* one or several aggregation operators (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S2 for mathematical definition) \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\], which have been successfully employed in other reports \[[@CR38]--[@CR40]\]. In the Scheme [1](#Sch1){ref-type="fig"} a general flowchart regarding the calculation process of the QuBiLS MIDAS MDs detailed in this section may be observed, while Scheme [2](#Sch2){ref-type="fig"} is a graphic representation of each step employed in the computation of a specific *two*-*linear algebraic index*.Scheme 1General workflow for calculating the QuBiLS MIDAS molecular descriptors. **(1)** Computation of the molecular vectors according to selected atomic properties; **(2)** Computation from 3D Cartesian coordinates of each atom of a molecule the *non*-*stochastic two*-*tuple, three*-*tuple* or *four*-*tuple* *total spatial*-*(dis)similarity matrices* for ***k*** = 1; **(3)** Consideration of atom-types or local-fragments (optional); **(4)** Computation of the *simple*-*stochastic*, *double*-*stochastic* and *mutual probability* matrices, as well as to determine the ***k***th matrices through Hadamard product until the *k* value selected; **(5)** Splitting the calculated matrices into atom-level matrices; **(6)** Computation of the atom-level indices (descriptors) using the molecular vectors calculated in the step **(1)**; and **(7)** Application of the selected aggregation operators over vector of atom-level descriptorsScheme 2General workflow for the calculation of a *two*-*linear descriptor* based on the *linear algebraic form*, *Euclidean metric*, *non*-*stochastic matrix approach*, *atomic mass as property* and *Manhattan aggregation operator*. **(1)** Computation of the non-stochastic matrix for ***k*** = 1 $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In order to automatize the calculation of the 3D N-linear algebraic indices used in the present manuscript the QuBiLS-MIDAS software has been developed \[[@CR41]\]. This software has as one of its main features the multi-core processing of the MDs, as well as the option to carry out the distributed calculation of the indices by using the Multi-Server Distributed Computing Platform known as T-arenal \[[@CR42]\]. The latter is particularly useful for high-throughput calculation tasks. Both software are freely available via internet at: <http://tomocomd.com/>.

Methods {#Sec3}
=======

In order to assess the correlation ability of the QuBiLS-MIDAS MDs for different biological activities eight well-known chemical datasets were used. These were previously employed by Sutherland et al. in a comparative study of QSAR methods commonly used in chemo-informatics analysis \[[@CR23]\] and since then, these have been utilized as "benchmarks" for comparing results obtained in other approaches \[[@CR43]--[@CR47]\]. These datasets are comprised by angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors, acetylcholinesterase (AchE) inhibitors, ligands for the benzodiazepine receptor (BZR), cyclooxygenase-2 (COX2) inhibitors, dihydrofolate reductase inhibitors (DHFR), inhibitors of glycogen phosphorylase b (GPB), thermolysin inhibitors (THER) and thrombin inhibitors (THR). In this study the 3D coordinates were generated using CORINA software, and the same partitioning into training and test sets used in the initial study was considered in order to guarantee comparability of results.

For these datasets, several configurations based on 3D *two*-*linear*, *three*-*linear* and *four*-*linear algebraic indices* were computed (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S3) using the QuBiLS MIDAS software \[[@CR41]\]. Due to the fact that numerous MDs are computed with this program yielding a high-dimensional space, then strategies for data reduction are necessary. In this sense, the following workflow for each set of indices calculated for each chemical dataset was performed only considering the training set compounds:The 1000 MDs with best variability behavior according to their Shannon's Entropy values \[[@CR29]\] were retained by using the IMMAN software \[[@CR30]\].The MDs with values represented as power of 10 (scientific notation) and whose exponents are greater or lesser than ±5 were removed.Filters for removing the MDs with correlation equal or greater than 0.95 and standardized entropy lesser than 0.3 were applied.The statistical method Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) implemented in the STATISTICA software was employed in order to select the MDs included in the model by using *Forward Stepwise* and *Backward Stepwise* selection procedures.The MDs retained after applying the previous steps and computed for the same compounds were merged into a single dataset.

With the reduced data matrices for each chemical datasets, QSAR models were built with the MLR technique to determine the relationship between the response (activity) and predictor variables (MDs). The MLR technique is coupled with the Genetic Algorithm (GA) meta-heuristic as the variable selection method \[[@CR48]\]. This strategy (MLR + GA) is implemented in the MobyDigs software (version 1.0) which was utilized to carry out this study \[[@CR49]\]. In this sense, to perform the search process several populations with 100 3D N-linear MDs each were created, while the following configurations were used for the GA procedure: *Number of iterations* equal to 500,000, *Population size* equal to 100, *Reproduction/mutation trade*-*off* equal to 0.5, *Selection bias* was initially set to 0 (indicative of random selection) until achieving the 80 % of the maximum number of iterations and was later set to 1 (indicates tournament selection) in order to increase the selection pressure. The values of the previous parameters were selected according to the study performed by Todeschini et al. in Ref. \[[@CR49]\].

The search process was carried out by using the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q_{loo}^{2}$$\end{document}$ ("leave-one-out" cross validation) statistical parameter as the fitness function. Once the exploration in each population was completed, then the MDs included in the built 9-variable models were retained with the purpose of creating new populations until 100 MDs. This process is repeated until achieving an only one population with 100 MDs as maximum. Finally, from the final population and for each compound dataset, 3--9 variable regression models were built for the corresponding biological activity. However, as the MobyDigs software generates a set of MLR models then the choice of the most suitable model was performed according to the following steps:The "best" 50 models according to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left( {Q_{ext}^{2} } \right)$$\end{document}$ procedure in the corresponding test set in order to measure its *generalization ability*.

Results and discussion {#Sec4}
======================

Assessment of the QuBiLS-MIDAS models versus other approaches {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------------------------------

In this section the performance of the QuBiLS-MIDAS models for the chemical datasets described in section "[Methods](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}" is compared with respect to 16 QSAR methodologies (or descriptor sets) reported in the literature. The Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} shows the statistical parameters and equations of the best regression model based on *total and local*-*fragment QuBiLS*-*MIDAS indices* corresponding to each chemical dataset used in this report. In general sense, it can be observed that the bootstrapping validation coefficient $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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On the other hand, the Tables [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} and [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} show the comparisons with respect to other approaches reported in the literature, as well as the results obtained by the models based on *total QuBiLS*-*MIDAS MDs* exclusively (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S4 for information related with the best models from 3 to 9 variables). In this manner, the importance of considering local-fragments (atom-types or group) in the calculation of the QuBiLS-MIDAS MDs and subsequently in the building of QSAR models can be analyzed. As can be observed in both tables, the performance of the QuBiLS-MIDAS models is superior when local-fragments are considered with respect to those QuBiLS-MIDAS models that do not use them. Particularly, it can be noted that in 6 of the 8 datasets studied the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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According to the external predictions, it can be observed in the Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"} that the models based on QuBiLS-MIDAS indices yield comparable-to-superior performances with respect to the results reported in the literature. Specifically, the models for ACE ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text{Q}}_{\text{ext}}^{2}$$\end{document}$ = 0.737)\]. The 2D-FPT models were developed by using SQS framework that determines linear and non-linear models (see Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}), while the model corresponding to COSMO*sar3D* is based on the PLS technique. Even so, the obtained MLR models have better predictive accuracy, even when these are compared with respect to more complex or similar procedures.

As for the ACHE and DHFR datasets, the predictive power obtained for models built with the QuBiLS-MIDAS approach is inferior to the best results reported so far in the literature. In the former dataset, the methods 2D-FPT ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text{Q}}_{\text{ext}}^{2}$$\end{document}$ = 0.6405), but the latter is superior to the remaining methodologies. Nonetheless, it is important to highlight that the procedures O3Q and O3A/O3Q are alignment dependent and thus their use is generally restricted to congeneric datasets \[[@CR45]\]. In the specific case of the 2D-FPT methodology for ACHE and DHFR datasets, the achieved results are based on non-linear models while the proposed outcomes are determined with linear models.

The obtained results evidence that the QuBiLS-MIDAS MDs properly codify structural information of the molecules considering interactions among *N* (*N* = 2, 3, 4) atoms and thus are suitable for developing QSAR models that contribute to the prediction of biological activity in novel structures. However, notwithstanding the comparable-to-superior predictions achieved by the proposed models, it is important to statistically validate these results.

Statistical analysis of the external predictive accuracy {#Sec6}
--------------------------------------------------------

To perform this analysis the values corresponding to the external predictions ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text{Q}}_{\text{ext}}^{2}$$\end{document}$) obtained by the QuBiLS-MIDAS models were taken into consideration as well as the ones reported in the literature over the external compounds belonging to each dataset (see Table [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}). Firstly, a descriptive analysis through boxplot graphics was performed (with SPSS software) and the obtained results are represented in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. As can be observed, the QuBiLS-MIDAS and 2D-FTP models tend to have a similar behavior and superior to the remaining procedures. Also, it can be noted that the highest prediction among all procedures analyzed is achieved by the QuBiLS-MIDAS models. In addition, taking into account the graphics corresponding to the QuBiLS-MIDAS and 2D-FPT approaches, it can be concluded that the predictions obtained by the former are less scattered than those attained by the latter and thus, the QuBiLS-MIDAS models have a more suitable external predictive ability irrespective of the chemical dataset analyzed. However, these results are not enough to state that the models based on QuBiLS-MIDAS MDs are statistically the best.Fig. 1Boxplot graphic for the external predictive accuracy achieved by each QSAR methodology considered in this manuscript

Therefore, an exploratory study was performed to analyze the normality of the data by using Kolmogorov--Smirnov (K--S) test corrected by Lilliefors \[[@CR53]\] and the Shapiro--Wilk test \[[@CR54]\]. This was done in order to guarantee that the variable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text{Q}}_{\text{ext}}^{2}$$\end{document}$ is not normally distributed, at least for one model, and so to ensure that the non-parametric tests are the proper choice. As can be observed in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S5, the *null hypotheses of normality* can only be rejected with a high certainty for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\text{Q}}_{\text{ext}}^{2}$$\end{document}$ values in the 2D-FTP and COSMO*sar3D* models, although with Shapiro--Wilk test the rejection of the null hypothesis is achieved for COMSIA basic as well. Therefore the non-parametric tests may be considered as suitable for this statistical analysis.

Subsequently, a Friedman test \[[@CR55]\] for multiple comparisons was performed taking into consideration the results of all QSAR procedures. As can be seen in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S6A, there are global differences among the considered methods, with the QuBiLS-MIDAS models being those with the best performance followed by the 2D-FPT, O3Q and COSMO*sar3D* approaches, respectively, with a Kendall's W \[[@CR56]\] concordance level of 0.607 (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S6B). In order to determine the specific statistical differences a Wilcoxon signed-ranks test \[[@CR57]\] was carried out (with R software) by using Benjamini and Hochberg \[[@CR58]\] (BH) as the adjustment method (one-tailed *p values* calculation) for controlling the *false discovery rate* (FDR). The results of this analysis are shown in Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}, where a significant *pvalue* (*p* value \<0.05) means that the row approach is superior to the corresponding column. So, it can be noted that the QuBiLS-MIDAS models yield statistically better predictions than the other methodologies considered, with the exception of the 2D-FPT approach.Table 9Wilcoxon signed-rank test for pairwise multiple hypothesis tests by using BH as adjustment method for controlling FDR. It shows the one-tailed *p*-*values* for the greater alternative2D2.5DEVACOMSIA basicHQSARO3QMFACoMFAO3A/O3QCOMSIA extraCOSMO sar3DO3Q2D-FPT2.5D0.115----------------------EVA0.1380.402--------------------COMSIA basic0.1370.1150.323------------------HQSAR0.2030.3800.1970.402----------------O3QMFA0.0460.0460.1380.2410.312--------------CoMFA0.0510.0890.1150.2410.3670.703------------O3A/O3Q0.0890.0890.2770.5560.4020.6540.727----------COMSIA extra0.0310.0510.0450.0510.1640.4270.2490.272--------COSMOsar3D0.0270.0220.0360.0220.0510.0540.0270.0680.015------O3Q0.0150.0220.0220.0150.1860.0510.0420.0510.2030.698----2D-FPT0.0150.0150.0150.0150.0150.0220.0150.0150.0220.0680.015--QuBiLS MIDAS*0.0150.0150.0150.0150.0150.0150.0150.0220.0150.0150.0220.138*Italic values indicate statistically significant differences of the QuBiLS-MIDAS models with respect to the other QSAR methodologies

Analysis of the predictive ability according to conformer generation methods {#Sec7}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The conformer generation constitutes an important step when chemoinformatics tasks are performed, particularly in the computer-aided drug design, where the outcomes of a virtual screening process may depend on 3D structures employed to build the procedure to be used, e.g. a QSAR model \[[@CR59]\]. Therefore, in this section an evaluation of the sensibility of the QuBiLS-MIDAS MDs to the different conformer generation methods is performed in order to comprehend how these could affect in the performance of the indices. To this end, the software FROG2 \[[@CR60]\], RDKit \[[@CR61]\], BALLOON \[[@CR62]\], OpenBabel \[[@CR63]\] and Standardizer ChemAxon \[[@CR64]\] were employed to generate the 3D structures, taking as starting point the SMILES representations corresponding to the eight compound datasets considered in this report.

Firstly, a study with the purpose of knowing if the models developed using the training structures generated with CORINA (see Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}) are applicable to the test structures generated with the previously mentioned programs was performed. The external predictive abilities obtained after performing this study are graphically represented in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. These results are significantly inferior to those achieved with the test sets based on CORINA (see Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S8), with the exception of RDKIT. This demonstrates that QSAR models based on QuBiLS-MIDAS MDs are not suitable to predict biological activity into compounds optimized with other procedure different from than used for the training structures. Thus, it can be stated that the performance of the QuBiLS-MIDAS MDs depend on 3D conformations from which are computed.Fig. 2Boxplot graphic for the external predictive accuracy achieved by the QSAR models reported in this manuscript (see Table [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"}) and fitted using structures generated by CORINA software, over the corresponding test sets optimized by five different toolkits

It is important to highlight that the previous results do not mean that CORINA software is the most suitable to generate the 3D structures to be used in the development of the QSAR models based on QuBiLS-MIDAS MDs. In this sense, in order to prove this assertion the following simple workflow was carried out considering the conformations generated by each previously mentioned program (including CORINA) for each chemical dataset:8640 *two*-*linear algebraic indices* (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S9) were computed.*CfsSubsetEval* feature selection procedure, implemented in WEKA software, was applied in order to retain those MDs with high correlation according to dependent-variable and with low intercorrelation among them.The MLR-GA procedure implemented in MobyDigs software was employed to build 9-variable models performing 100,000 iterations and considering the tabu list options of removing MDs with correlation equal or greater than 0.95, fourth order moment greater than 8 and standardized entropy lesser than 0.3. The fitness function used was the statistical parameter $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q_{loo}^{2}$$\end{document}$ value was selected as the best model, to which the external predictive ability was determined.

Table [10](#Tab10){ref-type="table"} shows the external predictive power of the models developed from different 3D conformations, as well as the average of the rankings corresponding to the conformer generation methods considered in this study. As can be observed, the best predictions are achieved by the models built from 3D molecular structures generated by FROG2 procedure, followed by the results obtained from the methods CORINA, CHEMAXON, RDKIT, OPENBABEL and BALLOON, respectively. However, in Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S10 is demonstrated through a Friedman test that there exists no global statistic differences among previous predictions, which proves, at least for this preliminary study that with QuBiLS-MIDAS MDs can be developed QSAR models with good predictive accuracy irrespective of the procedure used to obtain optimized structures.Table 10External predictive accuracy achieved by QSAR models developed from 3D molecular structures generated with six different programsACEACHEBZRCOX2DHFRGPBTHERTHRRank averageBALLOON0.32960.19430.39490.24510.37580.00000.00000.00004.5CHEMAXON0.55040.13430.41630.33610.29780.16870.00000.13863.375CORINA0.41330.05560.36280.28650.42880.27670.19150.23343.25FROG20.48320.35350.36350.33930.37860.27120.32640.14572.125OPENBABEL0.39930.13060.17150.27750.34600.47420.28060.08034RDKIT0.41810.17700.30240.21890.50080.45110.00000.07103.75

Note that for the forthcoming version of QuBiLS-MIDAS software, RDKIT program will be incorporated in the QuBiLS-MIDAS software as a built-in option for conformer generation. This is due to the fact that FROG2 procedure can only be accessed using a web browser, while CORINA and CHEMAXON software are not freely available for use. In addition, according to a study performed in Ref. \[[@CR65]\] in order to assess the quality of the conformations generated by several free methods, RDKIT tends to generate the most similar conformations to the experimental structures, in addition to being the second fastest among all toolkits analyzed.

Conclusions {#Sec8}
===========

In this report the predictive accuracy of the novel alignment-free geometric molecular descriptors based on N-linear algebraic maps (so called QuBiLS-MIDAS) has been examined. To this end, QSAR models for predicting the biological activity in eight molecular datasets were developed by using MLR as statistical technique. The results obtained with the QuBiLS-MIDAS models were compared with respect to several QSAR procedures reported in the literature according to the correlation coefficients achieved with the *leave*-*one*-*out cross*-*validation*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left( {Q_{ext}^{2} } \right)$$\end{document}$ methods, and generally superior performances were observed with this QuBiLS-MIDAS framework.

A few exceptions were observed: for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q_{loo}^{2}$$\end{document}$ parameter, the QuBiLS-MIDAS approach is exclusively outperformed by the ASP-based (fingerprint) method in the DHFR dataset, while for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q_{ext}^{2}$$\end{document}$ parameter, the QuBiLS-MIDAS method yields inferior results with respect to the 2D-FPT methodology in the DHFR and ACHE test set, respectively. Also, inferior $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q_{ext}^{2}$$\end{document}$ values are yielded by the QuBiLS-MIDAS approach with respect to the O3Q and O3A/O3Q procedures in the ACHE test set. However, these previous methodologies are based on techniques more complex than MLR and/or cannot be used in non-congeneric datasets because are alignment-depend. Thus, considering the maximum parsimony principle (Ockham's razor), the QuBiLS-MIDAS approach seems to be more suitable than the other QSAR methods.

Additionally, several steps for statistically validating the obtained results are detailed. In this sense, the external predictive ability of the developed models was compared with respect to other methodologies by means of the multiple comparison tests. It was demonstrated that the QuBiLS-MIDAS models yield the best predictions, and that these are significantly superior in 11 of the 12 methodologies compared. Therefore, it can be suggested that the 3D Algebraic N-linear molecular descriptors (also known as QuBiLS-MIDAS) are suitable for extracting structural information of the molecules and thus, constitute a promissory alternative to build models that contribute to the prediction of pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamics and toxicological properties of novel compounds.

Additional file {#Sec9}
===============

10.1186/s13321-016-0122-x The statistical parameters and equations of the 3--9 variable QSAR models developed and the corresponding outputs for the statistical analysis performed.
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